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Inversion of 3D electromagnetic data in frequency and time domain
using an inexact all-at-once approach

Eldad Haber1 , Uri M. Ascher2 , and Douglas W. Oldenburg3

ABSTRACT

constrained values in the initial stages introduces flexibility so that a stationary point of the objective function is
found more quickly. In this paper, we outline the all-atonce approach and apply it to electromagnetic problems in
both frequency and time domains. This is facilitated by a
unified representation for forward modeling for these two
types of data. The optimization problem is solved by finding a stationary point of the Lagrangian. Numerically, this
leads to a nonlinear system that is solved iteratively using a
Gauss-Newton strategy. At each iteration, a large, indefinite matrix is inverted, and we discuss how this can be
accomplished. As a test, we invert frequency-domain synthetic data from a grounded electrode system that emulates a field CSAMT survey. For the time domain, we invert borehole data obtained from a current loop on the
surface.

We present a general formulation for inverting frequencyor time-domain electromagnetic data using an all-at-once
approach. In this methodology, the forward modeling equations are incorporated as constraints and, thus, we need to
solve a constrained optimization problem where the parameters are the electromagnetic fields, the conductivity model,
and a set of Lagrange multipliers. This leads to a much
larger problem than the traditional unconstrained formulation where only the conductivities are sought. Nevertheless, experience shows that the constrained problem can
be solved faster than the unconstrained one. The primary
reasons are that the forward problem does not have to be
solved exactly until the very end of the optimization process, and that permitting the fields to be away from their
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forward modeling is required in frequency and in time. Second, the sensitivities for such problems are too numerous to be
formed or stored in a reasonable amount of time and space. Finally, finding the minimum of the objective function obtained
by matching the data and incorporating a priori information on
the conductivity field can be difficult due to the nonlinearity
and sensitivity of the problem.
We use an inexact, all-at-once methodology (Haber and
Ascher, 2001b; Ascher and Haber, 2003; Biros and Ghattas,
2004), solving the forward problem and the inverse problem
simultaneously in one iterative process. This approach allows
development of highly efficient algorithms. However, because
it couples the solution of the forward problem with the solution of the inverse problem, the forward problem cannot be
treated as a “black box.” Care must be taken to properly fit the
formulation and discretization of the forward problem within
the inverse methodology.

In this paper, we develop an inversion methodology for
3D electromagnetic data in both frequency and time domains.
This problem is of major interest in geophysics, medical imaging, and nondestructive testing [see, for example, Smith and
Vozoff (1984), Devaney (1989), Parker (1994), Borcea et al.
(1996), Cheney et al. (1999), Vogel (1999), Haber and Ascher
(2001a), and references therein]. The forward model consists of
Maxwell’s equations in which the permeability is constant but
electrical conductivity can be highly discontinuous. The parameter regimes considered give rise to highly stiff problems in the
time domain or, alternatively, low frequencies in the frequency
domain. The goal of the inversion is to recover the conductivity
given measurements of the electric and/or magnetic fields.
There are many practical challenges to solving the inverse
problem. First, a fast, accurate, and reliable algorithm for 3D
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To be more specific, assume that the forward problem (in
continuous space) is written in the form

A(m)u − q = 0

(1)

where A(m) is a version of Maxwell’s equations (including
boundary conditions) either in time or in frequency, m = log(σ )
is the log conductivity, u stands for the fields, and q represents
sources and boundary values. We assume for simplicity of exposition that A is invertible for any relevant m, i.e., there is a
unique solution to the forward problem.
In the inverse problem, we measure some function of the
fields and want to recover the model m. Let us write the measured data as

bobs = Qu + ²

(2)

where Q is a measurement operator which projects the fields
(or their derivatives or integrals) onto the measurement locations in 3D space and possibly time, and ² is the measurement
noise.
The data are finite and contaminated with noise, and there
is no unique, “true model.” To obtain a unique model which
depends stably on the data, we use a priori information and
formulate the inverse problem (in continuous space) as a constrained optimization problem of the form

1
kQu − bobs k2 + βR(m)
2
subject to A(m)u − q = 0.
min
m,u

(3)

Here, β > 0 is the regularization parameter, and R(·) is a regularization operator reflecting our a priori information. Typically, we know that m is a piecewise smooth function over
the spatial domain Ä in three dimensions, so we assume that
R(·) involves some norm of ∇m over Ä, e.g., weighted L 2 or
L 1 or a Huber combination (Huber, 1964; Farquharson and
Oldenberg, 1998). (Across jump discontinuities the directed
derivative of m yields a Dirac δ-function which is integrable
but not square-integrable.) The data fitting term in expression
3 involves the L 2 norm over Ä.
Next, the problem 3 is discretized using some finite-volume
or finite-element method over a finite grid representing the
domain in space and time, yielding the finite-dimensional optimization problem

1
min kQu − bobs k2 + β R(m)
m,u 2
subject to A(m)u − q = 0,

(4)

where u, m, and q are grid functions ordered as vectors and corresponding to their continuous counterparts above, and Q, A
and ∂ R/∂m are all large, sparse matrices. The matrix A depends
on m and is nonsingular.
The common approach to solving this problem (Tikhonov
and Arsenin, 1977; Madden and Mackie, 1989; Parker, 1994;
Newman and Alumbaugh, 1995, 1997a, 1997b; Vogel, 1999),
is to first eliminate the field u using the equality constraints,
obtaining an unconstrained optimization problem of the form
min
m

1
kQ A(m)−1 q − bobs k2 + β R(m).
2
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This approach is rooted in the vast amount of literature and
methods which have been developed for unconstrained optimization and the positive definiteness of corresponding approximations to the Hessian matrix (Dennis and Schnabel,
1996; Kelley, 1999; Nocedal and Wright, 1999). However, each
evaluation of the objective function requires a solution of the
forward problem, and evaluating the gradients requires the
solution of the adjoint problem. Evaluating the sensitivity matrix requires many more solutions of the forward and adjoint
problems. The resulting procedure may therefore become very
computing intensive.
For this reason a recent work using the unconstrained approach employs a nonlinear conjugate gradient (CG) method
(Rodi and Mackie, 2001). The cost of the inversion is then proportional to the number of iterations taken in the nonlinear CG
algorithm times twice the cost of solving one forward problem.
For large-scale problems, this can still be prohibitively expensive. Even if we replace the relatively slow nonlinear CG by
a Newton or Gauss-Newton variant coupled with CG for the
linearized problem (Nocedal and Wright, 1999; Vogel, 1999)
the cost of carrying out each such iteration remains very high
(Haber and Ascher, 2001b).
Here, instead, we consider the constrained optimization
problem (4) directly. This allows balancing the accuracy of the
iterations for solving the forward and the inverse problems. The
work is a follow on to that presented in Haber et al. (2000b).
It is important to note that this approach does not change the
final results of the inversion but rather changes the way to get
there. The results of such inversion enjoys the same strengths
and suffer the same weaknesses as the usual unconstrained approach, however, as shown in Haber and Ascher (2001b) it can
be carried out faster. For large 3D problems where computing
solutions may take days, this approach can be superior.
Let us form the Lagrangian
1
L(u, m, λ) = kQu − bobs k2 + β R(m) + λT (A(m)u − q),
2
where λ is the vector, or grid function of the same form and
size as u, of Lagrange multipliers. (We are abusing notation
slightly by using the same symbols for u, m, and λ in the discrete
and the continuous cases. The meaning should be clear from
the context.) The first-order necessary condition of optimality
for problem 4 is that the gradient of L vanish. This yields the
nonlinear system of algebraic equations

Lλ = A(m)u − q = 0,

(5a)

Lu = A(m)∗ λ + Q ∗ (Qu − bobs ) = 0,

(5b)

∂R
+ G(m, u)∗ λ = 0,
∂m

(5c)

Lm = β

where (·)∗ is the adjoint operator (namely, the conjugate transpose of the argument matrix) and
∂[A(m)u]
.
G(m, u) =
∂m
The system 5 is solved by a Newton-type method. Within the
outer nonlinear iteration, iterative methods are applied to solve
the linearized problem approximately.
The system 5 is clearly a discretization of a system of boundary value partial differential equations (PDEs). The first PDE
corresponding to equation 5a is simply the forward problem
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(e.g., Maxwell’s equations in our present case). The second
PDE corresponding to equation 5b can be viewed as the adjoint problem; that is, we can view it as an equation for the
Lagrange multiplier function
A(m)∗ λ = −Q∗ (Qu − bobs )
where the right side involves the noise. This view is tightly
connected to the adjoint method (Chavent, 1989).
Equation 5c can be viewed as discretizing a diffusion equation with natural boundary conditions for the model of the
form (Weickert, 1998),
−β∇ · (a∇m) = G(m, u)∗ λ.
Here, a could be a 3 × 3 matrix which in general depends on
∇m. However, in this paper we restrict attention to a constant,
diagonal-weight matrix (Ascher and Haber, 2003)

∇× H − σ E − ²

∇× E − ıωµH = 0

(7a)

∇× H − (σ − ıω²)E = sr (ω),

(7b)

where ω is some discrete frequency. The boundary conditions
used for our experiments over the entire boundary of the spatial domain, ∂Ä, are

n × H = 0,

If we use the forward model to eliminate u, and then the
adjoint equation to eliminate λ, then the above diffusion equation is expressed solely in terms of the model m. This again
expresses the “eliminate first,” or unconstrained, approach.
However, viewing equations 5 as discretizing the entire system of PDEs suggests an approach of simultaneously solving
for all solution components. This is what we pursue here. It is
important to note though, that for realistically small values of
the regularization parameter β, the PDEs are tightly coupled
(Haber and Ascher, 2001b; Ascher and Haber, 2003). This leads
to complications in designing effective methods for solving the
discretized equations 5.
We emphasize that the formulation and discretization of the
forward and the inverse problems should generate “good,” consistent forward, adjoint, and model equations in equations 5;
otherwise, we may expect to have difficulties (Haber and Ascher, 2001b).
In the present article, we apply the methodology described
above [which we developed earlier mainly in a simpler context
corresponding to dc-resistivity problems (Haber and Ascher,
2001b)] to Maxwell’s equations, both in time and in frequency
domains. In the next section, we discuss the formulation and the
discretization of the forward modeling in space and time. Next,
we reformulate the discrete inverse problem as a constrained
optimization problem. After that, we discuss the solution of
the systems which evolve from our formulation. Finally, we
discuss the optimization procedure. In all of our discussion, we
concentrate on what is new or different from our previous expositions, and only briefly describe that which is similar. After
the theory, we give some geophysical examples.

THE FORWARD PROBLEM
In this section, we present our forward problem and
Maxwell’s equations, and discuss solution procedures suitable
for the parameter regimes of interest. Most, but not all of the
present development follows our previous work (Haber et al.,
2000a; Haber and Ascher, 2001a). The following subsection, in
particular, is completely new.
The time-dependent Maxwell equations can be written as

∂H
= 0,
∂t

(6a)

(6b)

over a domain Ä × [0, t f ], where E and H are the electric and
magnetic fields, µ is the permeability, σ is the conductivity, ²
is the permittivity, and sr is a source. The equations are given
with some initial and boundary conditions which we discuss
next. In the frequency domain, reusing the same symbols for
E, H, and sr (the context should make this unambiguous), the
same equations in the spatial domain Ä read

a = diag{α̂1 , α̂2 , α̂3 }.

∇× E + µ

∂E
= sr (t),
∂t

(8)

although other boundary conditions could be used.
To put the equations in frequency and time on equal footing
we discuss first the discretization in time. We then treat the
equations for both equations 6 and 7 in a similar way for the
spatial discretization.

Discretization in time
In order to select a method for the time discretization of
equations 6, we first note that given typical earth parameters,
over very short time scales (0–10−7 s) Maxwell’s equations represent wave phenomena, whereas over longer times the equations tend to have heavy dissipation. Considering also the range
of conductivities (ground-air), there are many time scales in the
system. Thus, the equations are very stiff (Ascher and Petzold,
1998). If explicit methods are used, one must take extremely
small steps in order to retain stability for such a problem. We
therefore turn to implicit methods.
Common methods for very stiff equations are based on
backward differentiation formulas (BDF) or on collocation at
Radau points (Hairer and Wanner, 1991; Ascher and Petzold,
1998; Heling, 1998; Bastian, 1999; Turek, 1999). These methods
have the property of stiff decay, whereas conservative, centered
methods such as midpoint or trapezoidal do not. Thus, the latter methods exhibit oscillatory behavior in time unless the initial, transient layer of the solution is resolved, whereas BDF
or Radau methods strongly attenuate high frequencies of the
error and so, even if the initial transient layer is skipped (by taking a time step which is larger than the transient layer’s width),
an accurate solution may be obtained away from this layer.
In our case, resolving the initial, transient time layer where
the fields change rapidly is not necessary for the inverse problem because the measurements are typically taken at later
times. Therefore, it is natural to use a BDF- or Radau-type
method for the solution of the forward problem, as this will result in more efficient computing procedures. The next issue is to
choose a specific member of these families of time integration
methods.
Our choice is the simplest, lowest order member of both
these families of stiff integrators, namely, the backward Euler
method. We justify this by noting that the backward Euler
method is only first-order accurate. Most geophysical systems,
however, produce sources which are merely continuous in
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time globally. This implies that the electric and magnetic fields
are only once differentiable, and no advantage is obtained by
using a higher order discretization in time regions of lower
smoothness.
Even more interesting is the effect of the discretization of
the forward problem (which generates A) on the adjoint equation 5b. It is easy to show that using BDF for the forward problem yields a forward differentiation formula for the adjoint
problem, but with a terminal end condition rather than an initial one. Thus, the adjoint equation is essentially integrated
backwards in time. If the adjoint equation had a smooth righthand side, then these methods would generate a faithful, stable
discretization for the Lagrange multipliers. However, unfortunately, this is not the case. Note that the right-hand side for
the adjoint equation 5b is the noise which is further sampled at
discrete points in time. (The operator Q in equation 2 involves
a combination of δ-functions in time.) As such, the right-hand
side of the adjoint equation is not smooth, and the Lagrange
multipliers are therefore generally discontinuous, although
bounded, at the observation times. Whereas the value of recovering accurate Lagrange multipliers can be (and has been)
debated, there is hardly any incentive here to use a more complicated (and more expensive) method than backward Euler.
The above discussion may suggest using backward Euler at
the data points, and then switching to a more accurate BDF or
Radau method between the data time locations. In our case,
we consider measurements at most discretization times and,
therefore, we simply use backward Euler for the discretization
of the problem. This leads to the following system of equations
semi-discretizing equations 6 and 8 over a time step [tn−1 , tn ].
Letting αn = (tn − tn−1 )−1 , the equations become

∇× En + αn µHn = αn Hn−1 ≡ s H
∇× H − (σ + αn ²)E
n

n

= srn

− αn ²E

n×H =0
n

on

in Ä,

(9a)

n−1

≡ s E in Ä, (9b)

∂Ä.

(9c)

The superscripts in equations 9 denote the time level, with
solution quantities at n being unknown while those at n − 1 are
known.
This system requires initial conditions for both E and H. If
we have a source which is zero before the initial simulation
time, then we set E0 = H0 = 0. However, if the source is assumed static before time zero, then E0 = ∇φ 0 , and we need
to calculate [φ 0 , H0 ] by solving the electro- and magnetostatic
problems. This would yield a consistent initialization (Hairer
and Wanner, 1991; Ascher and Petzold, 1998). Here, we have
used the method proposed in Haber (2000) for the solution of
the static problems.

Reformulation
The semi-discrete system 9 and the system in frequency 7 apparently have the same form. Indeed, they can both be written
as

∇× E + αµH = s H

∇× H − (σ + α²)E = s E
n×H=0

Ä,

in

in Ä,

on ∂Ä,

where α = −ıω in the frequency domain, and α = (tn − tn−1 )−1
for the time domain. Let us denote σ̂ = σ + α². As discussed in
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Haber et al. (2000a) and Haber and Ascher (2001a), this form is
not favorable for iterative solvers, especially when |α σ̂ | is small
(for example, in the air, with a large time step, or with a low
frequency). We therefore reformulated the problem prior to
discretizing it further such that it is more amenable to applying
standard iterative solvers.
A Helmholtz decomposition with Coulomb gauge is applied,
decoupling the curl operator into its active and null subspaces:

E = A + ∇φ,
A·n=0

on

∇· A=0

in

Ä,

∂Ä.

After adding a stabilization term and differentiating (Haber
and Ascher, 2001a), this leads to the diagonally dominant system

∇× µ−1 ∇× A − ∇µ−1 ∇ · A + α σ̂ (A + ∇φ) = αs, (10a)
∇ · (σ̂ (A + ∇φ)) = ∇ · s,

(10b)

in Ä, subject to

n × ∇× A = 0,

n · A = 0,

(10c)

n · ∇φ = 0,

(10d)

on the boundary ∂Ä. This system is discretized next.

Discretization in space and solution of the discrete system
Following Haber and Ascher (2001a) and Haber et al.
(2000a), we use a finite-volume approach for the discretization
of equations 10 on an orthogonal, staggered grid. We choose to
discretize A on cell faces and φ at cell centers. This is closely related to mixed-type finite-element methods (Brezzi and Fortin,
1991; Bossavit, 1998; Haber, 2000). Note that the modified conductivity σ̂ is averaged harmonically at cell faces, whereas the
permeability is averaged arithmetically at edges (Haber and
Ascher, 2001a).
We write the fully discretized system as

Ã

L µ + α Mσ̂
∇h · Mσ̂

α Mσ̂ ∇h
∇h · Mσ̂ ∇h

!Ã

A
φ

!

Ã

=

αs
∇h · s

!

,

(11)

where ∇h · , ∇h × , and ∇h are matrices arising from the discretization of the corresponding continuous operators, Mσ̂
arises from the operator σ̂ (·), and L µ is the discretization of
the operator ∇× (µ−1 ∇× ) − ∇(µ−1 ∇· ).
This linear system can be solved using standard iterative
methods (Saad, 1996) and effective preconditioners can be designed for it (Haber et al., 2000a; Aruliah and Ascher, 2002).
Briefly, for small enough α, the system is dominated by its diagonal blocks and, therefore, a good preconditioner can be
obtained by using an approximation of the matrix

Ã

Lµ
0

!
0
.
∇h · Mσ̂ ∇h

(12)

It is possible to use one multigrid cycle (Aruliah and Ascher,
2002) or an Incomplete LU factorization (ILU) (Saad, 1996;
Haber et al., 2000a; Haber and Ascher, 2001a) of matrix 12 to
obtain an effective preconditioner.
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For larger α (i.e., higher frequency or smaller time step), the
above preconditioner may not suffice and a block preconditioner (or its approximation) of

Ã

L µ + α Mσ̂
0

α Mσ̂ ∇h
∇h · Mσ̂ ∇h

!

blocks get somewhat larger. The source term for the time domain problem is

αn s = αn ∇hT × Hn−1 + ²αn2 En−1 − αn srn

(13)

is better. Here we have used the ILU for the approximation of
the main blocks of matrix 13. It must be understood, though,
that our entire discretization is not suitable for high-frequency
parameter regimes or where wave phenomena dominate (in
particular, recall we are skipping the entire initial, transient
time layer in one step), and we do not propose to compensate
for such inadequacy by manipulating preconditioners.

Formulating the forward problem
In many applications of our techniques we are concerned
with multiple sources and with multiple frequencies or time
steps. For solving the inverse problem it is useful to formulate
the forward problem in a uniform way.

= αn ∇hT × Hn−1 + ²αn2 (An−1 + ∇φn−1 ) − αn srn
and, from Maxwell’s equations, we have
αn−1 Mµ−1 ∇h × An + Hn − Hn−1 = 0.
Thus, we can write the problem in a block bidiagonal structure for A, φ, H as

A1 (m)

 B2







Lµ


∇h · Mσ̂
Ak = 
 −ω M
k σ̂

0


0


 ∇h · sr 

qk = 
 −ω s  .
k r 

0

0
∇h · Mσ̂ ∇h
−ωk Mσ̂ ∇h
0

ωk Mσ̂
0
Lµ
∇h · Mσ̂

The entire frequency system is then







A(m)u = 






q1
 
 q2 
 
 .. 

=
 .  = q.
 . 
 .. 
 
qs




A1 (m)
A2 (m)

..


ωk Mσ̂ ∇h


0
,

0

∇h · Mσ̂ ∇h

.
..

.

u1



 
  u2 
 
 . 
  .. 
 
 . 
  .. 
 
As (m)
us

(14)

Formulation for the time domain.—We treat the time domain similarly to the multifrequency domain experiment. However, the system is no longer quite block diagonal, and the

A2 (m)
B3

A3 (m)
..
.

..

.

Bs

q1
 
 q2 
 
 .. 
 . 

=
 ..  ,
 . 
 
 
 
qs


Formulation for the frequency domain.—Assume we have
a multiple source/frequency experiment. As explained in the
introduction, we consider an optimization problem which involves the forward problem as a system of equality constraints.
We therefore formulate the kth experiment in real arithmetic,
defining







where



An

u1



 
u2 




  ... 
 
 . 
 . 
 . 
 

As (m)  
us

(15)



 
u n =  φn  ,
Hn

L µ + αn Mσ̂

An (m) =  ∇h · Mσ̂
αn−1 Mµ−1 ∇h ×


−αn srn


qn =  −∇h · srn  ,




αn Mσ̂ ∇h
∇h · Mσ̂ ∇h
0

0
−²αn2


Bn = −∇h · ²αn
0

−²αn2 ∇h
−∇h · ²αn ∇h
0


0

0 ,
I


−αn ∇hT ×

0
.
−I

In the case of multiple sources, we obtain a block diagonal
system where each block has the same structure as equation 15.
Note that only the diagonal blocks in equation 15 depend on
the conductivity. Also, once we have an efficient solver for one
block Ak (m) as described in the previous subsections, solving
the forward problems 15 or 14 is straightforward (with the cost
of solution increasing by a factor of s compared to the cost of
solving for one block).
To test our forward solvers we made comparisons with other
existing codes. For results, see Appendix A.
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respect to σ̂ −1 and, therefore, the matrix

THE DISCRETE INVERSE PROBLEM
Having defined the discrete forward problem 5a, we next
form the discrete constrained optimization problem 4. For
this, we discretize the regularization operator R on the same
grid.
result of discretizing the weighted gradient
√ the √
√ Denote
( α̂1 m x , α̂2 m y , α̂3 m z )T by W m (i.e., W is a weighted difference matrix). Then,

R(m) = m T W T W m.

(16)

The matrix W T W is a discretization of the weighted Laplacian
with natural boundary conditions. The parameters α̂ j , which
are hidden by the notation in equation 16, are chosen using
our a-priori information and are incorporated into the matrix.
With this discretization we next form the nonlinear system 5.
In order to calculate the matrix G in equation 5c, we need
to differentiate the forward modeling matrix times a vector
with respect to m. This may look complicated at first; however,
note that the matrix A in both frequency and time is made of
blocks and each block depends on m only through the matrix
Mσ̂ . Therefore, if we know how to calculate
N (m, v) =

∂[Mσ̂ (m)v]
,
∂m

then we can differentiate any product involving Mσ̂ . For
example,
∂
[∇h · Mσ̂ ∇h w] = ∇h · N (m, ∇h w).
∂m
To calculate this derivative, we recall that Mσ̂ operates on
the discrete A or ∇h φ, which are cell-face variables. The matrix
is diagonal, and each of its elements has the form
(ii)

Mσ̂

¡

= 2 σ̂1−1 + σ̂2−1

¢−1
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,

where σ̂1 and σ̂2 are the values of σ̂ at the two sides of the face
of the cell. From this form, it is clear that Mσ̂−1 is linear with

£

Nr (v) =

∂ Mσ̂−1 v

¤

∂[σ̂ −1 ]

is independent of σ̂ and depends only on the vector field v at
each cell. Using this observation and the chain rule, we can
easily calculate N :

£¡
¢−1 ¤
∂ (Mσ̂ (m))−1 v
∂[Mσ̂ (m)v]
=
N (m, v) =
∂m
∂m
£¡
¢ ¤
−1 −1
∂ (Mσ̂ (m))
v ∂[σ̂ −1 ]
=
−1
∂[σ̂ ]
∂m
= [Mσ̂−1 ]−2 Nr (v) diag(exp(−m))
= Mσ̂2 Nr (v) diag(exp(−m)).

We can now proceed and solve the discrete nonlinear system
of equations 5 by some variant of Newton’s method. Because of
the chosen form of R, we may use the Gauss-Newton method.
Thus, in a typical iteration for given u, λ, and m, we differentiate equations 5 with respect to these variables and, dropping
second-order information, obtain the following linear system
of equations for the corrections δu, δλ, and δm:



A

 T
Q Q
0

0
AT
GT





δu
Lλ
G




0   δλ  = − Lu 
βW T W
δm
Lm

(17)

(see, e.g., Dennis and Schnabel, 1996; Nocedal and Wright,
1999; Haber et al., 2000b).

SOLUTION OF THE LINEAR SYSTEM
The permuted Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) system 17 is very
large with possibly millions of unknowns. It is strongly coupled

Figure 1. Experimental setting for frequency-domain inversion. The cuboid indicates the earth
volume in which the inversion is carried out. Data are acquired within the dotted rectangle at
the surface.
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(because it discretizes a strongly coupled PDE system) and
is indefinite. Therefore, special iterative linear algebra techniques are needed in order to solve it. As usual, the crux of
the matter is designing an efficient preconditioner. One family
of preconditioners for the solution of this system is obtained
by approximating the block LU decomposition of its inverse
(Haber and Ascher, 2001b; Biros and Ghattas, 2004). For a
careful development of this method, we point the reader to
Haber and Ascher (2001b). Here is a synopsis.
It is easy to show that the system 17 can be decomposed into



A

0
AT
GT

−1
G

0 
βW T W

 T
Q Q
0
 −1

A
0
−A−1 G Hr−1
ed


= 0
A−T −A−T Q T J Hr−1
ed 
0
0
Hr−1
ed


I
0
0


· −Q T Q A−1
I
0 ,
−J T Q A−1 −G T A−T I
−1

tem 17. If we have a matrix B such that, for any appropriate
vector v, Bv approximates A−1 v, and a matrix Mr ed such that
Mr ed v approximates Hr−1
ed v, then we can calculate the action of
the preconditioner M for the KKT system 3.17 as follows. For
a vector v, obtaining x = Mv, we write v and x in their components form v = [vλT , vuT , vmT ]T and x = [xuT , xλT , xmT ]T , and obtain
the following preconditioning algorithm:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

w1 = Bvλ .
w2 = B T (vu − Q T Qw1 ).
w3 = vm − G T w2 .
xm = Mr ed w3 .
xu = w1 − BGxm .
xλ = B T (vu − Q T Qxu ).

One option to generate B is to use the preconditioners discussed earlier; that is, for the frequency domain we use the
matrix B −1 = Â, which has the structure



(18)

where J = Q A G is the sensitivity matrix and Hr ed = J J +
βW T W is the reduced Hessian.
One need not actually calculate A−1 , A−T , and J , but rather
generate an approximation in order to precondition the sysT
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Âs (m)
where Âk (m)−1 represents the preconditioner of the forward
problems 12 or 13.

Figure 2. The accurate E x , Hy data for 512 Hz are shown in the top row, the error contaminated
data are shown in the middle row, and the bottom row displays the data predicted from the
inverted model.
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For the time-domain formulation 15, we use the approximation
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As in Vogel (1999) and Haber and Ascher (2001a), we use
the sparse matrix βW T W in order to approximate the reduced
Hessian. Such an approximation works well for large enough β.
These preconditioners are stationary (that is, they do not
change with the iteration) and, therefore, standard iterative
techniques can be used. In Haber and Ascher (2001b), we used
the symmetric QMR (Freund and Jarre, 1996).
A second option for the preconditioner, which is especially
suited for parallel implementation in the time domain, is to use
an inexact solver with a very rough tolerance (here, we used
10−2 ) in order to approximate A−1 and A−T . That is, we use
another Krylov method (BICGSTAB) with the preconditioner
19 for both frequency and time. In this case, the preconditioner
is decoupled for both frequency and time. The problem with
this type of preconditioner is that it is not stationary. That is,
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the matrices B which approximate A−1 change at each iteration
because they are an inexact solution of the forward problem
using a nonstationary iterative technique. As such, this kind of
preconditioner cannot be used in a straightforward manner in
iterative Krylov space methods, and we turn to a special class
of Krylov methods known as flexible methods, which allows
the change of the preconditioner at each iteration with the
cost of extra storage. This family includes the flexible GMRES
(FGMRES), FGCR (Saad, 1996), and FQMR. Here, we have
used a symmetric version of the FQMR and the FGCR for
the solution of the system. For implementation issues of these
algorithms, the reader is referred to Saad (1996) and Freund
and Jarre (1996).

OPTIMIZATION ISSUES
In this brief section, we return to the optimization problem.
Within each nonlinear iteration, the KKT system 17 is solved
inaccurately and, thus, the sequential quadratic programming
(SQP) algorithm is not strictly followed (Nocedal and Wright,
1999). Therefore, care must be exercised so that at the end
of the process we achieve both optimality, (i.e., have a rough
solution to the optimization problem) and feasibility (i.e., solve
Maxwell’s equations sufficiently well).
In order to achieve this goal, we use two safeguards. First, we
use the method of secondary correction. Thus, after each inexact Newton step, we apply additional iterations to the solution

Table 1. Optimization path for the frequency domain inversion. The number of iterations to solve the KKT system is
listed in column 2. Column 3 indicates the relative accuracy to
which the data constraints are solved. Column 4 tabulates the
relative gradient to assess progress in solving the optimization
problem. At the stationary point, the gradient is zero.
Nonlinear
iteration
1
2
3
1
2

KKT
iteration

kAu − qk/kqk

β = 100 Final misfit = 0.06
4
3 × 10−2
4
2 × 10−4
3
2 × 10−6
β = 1 Final misfit = 0.03
8
1 × 10−6
6
8 × 10−7

Relative
gradient
2 × 10−1
3 × 10−2
5 × 10−4
−3

3 × 10
9 × 10−4

Figure 3. Three slices through the recovered 3D conductivity
model obtained by inverting synthetic CSAMT data.

Table 2. Optimization path for the time-domain inversion.
The number of iterations to solve the KKT system is listed in
column 2. Column 3 indicates the relative accuracy to which
the data constraints are solved. Column 4 tabulates the relative gradient to assess progress in solving the optimization
problem.
Nonlinear
iteration
1
2
3
4
1
2
1
2

KKT
iteration

kAu − qk/kqk

β = 1 × 10−1 Final misfit = 0.1
2
3 × 10−3
3
2 × 10−4
2
7 × 10−6
2
9 × 10−7
−2
β = 1 × 10 Final misfit = 0.04
7
4 × 10−6
5
6 × 10−7
β = 1 × 10−3 Final misfit = 0.02
8
2 × 10−6
7
8 × 10−7

Relative
gradient
1
4
1
3

×
×
×
×

10−2
10−3
10−3
10−4

2 × 10−3
7 × 10−4
3 × 10−3
9 × 10−4

Figure 4. Borehole geometry for the time-domain problem.
The dashed line at the surface is the loop source. All three
components of the magnetic field are acquired in the boreholes.
The sphere has a radius of 15 m and its center is at 25-m depth.
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of the forward problem to reduce the residual. Beginning with
the updated m and current value of u, we solve A(m)u = q to
reduce the misfit by a further order of magnitude. This has the
effect that the computed solution converges towards feasibility
(solving Maxwell’s equations) faster than it converges towards
optimality. We use this property in our convergence criteria
noting that, as in many inverse problems, we can take the optimization goal “less seriously” than we take the constraints.
Thus, we can terminate the optimization process at a relatively
large tolerance (for example, 10−3 ) while fitting the constraint
to a much smaller tolerance (say, 10−6 ).
After each such iteration, we test a decrease in a merit function which is a combination of the optimality and feasibility
criteria:
φ1 = kQu − bobs k2 + β R(m) + µ1 kA(m)u − qk1 .
This merit function was suggested in Nocedal and Wright
(1999), and we have used it successfully for a simple 1D inverse
problem (Haber et al., 2000b). The parameter µ1 is chosen as
in Haber et al. (2000b). If the merit function decreases, then
the step is accepted; however, if it does not, then we use a line
search on the updates of both u and m.
Unfortunately, there is no theory that guarantees decrease
in the merit function for an inexact solution of the KKT system.
We therefore add a last safety mechanism. In the case where
the line search fails, we turn to an unconstrained Gauss-Newton
iteration, which is outlined in Appendix B. This updates m. The
fields u and the Lagrange multipliers λ are upgraded according
to procedure N 4 in (Haber et al., 2000b).
Another basic issue is the selection of the regularization parameter. Here, we use the discrepancy principle; that is, we
aim for a certain target misfit. To hit this target misfit, we use
continuation in the regularization parameter. Thus, we start
with a guess which is obviously larger
than the true regularization parameter
and solve the optimization problem. If β
is large enough, then such a solution is
achieved in 1–2 steps. We then decrease
the regularization parameter and solve
the problem again starting from the previously obtained solution. To guarantee
that the first regularization parameter is
large enough, we use the estimate

plified compared to the true earth. Figure 1 shows the survey geometry and the 3D model. The transmitter is a 1-km
grounded wire that is a few kilometers west and north of the
survey area. Within the survey area are 11 east-west lines with
a line spacing of 100 m. On each line are 28 stations at intervals of 50 m. Five components (E x , E y , Hx , Hy , Hz ) represented as real and imaginary parts at three frequencies (16,
64, and 512 Hz) result in 3080 data points. We have used the
code in Haber et al. (2000a) to generate the data. To simulate realistic noise, we added Gaussian noise that was 2% in
the amplitude and 2◦ in phase. Two representative field components at frequency 512 Hz are shown in the top portion
of Figure 2.
The 3D volume for inversion (3350 × 3000 × 2000 m) was
discretized into 64 × 50 × 30 cells. The transmitter lies considerably outside this domain. To handle this, we have assumed
that the fields at the edges of the model volume are equal to
the primary fields in a homogeneous earth. We used 1D code
(Routh and Oldenburg, 2001) to compute these fields. The inversion began with a homogeneous half-space that was equal
to the true background conductivity. After five iterations, the
final misfit was 3.2%. Three slices of the recovered model are
shown in Figure 3. The resistive and two conductive targets
are reasonably well recovered. The predicted data at 512 Hz
(displayed in Figure 2) show good agreement with the true
data.
The convergence results for the experiment are presented in
Table 1. The table shows the regularization parameter β and
the misfit which we got from solving the optimization problem
with that β. For every β, we record the number of nonlinear
iterations, the number of iterations needed to solve the KKT
matrix using the FGCR, the PDE residual kA(m)u − qk/kqk,
and the relative gradient. For this example, the starting value

β0 = 100kQ BGvk2 /kW vk2 ,
where v is a random vector and B is
our approximation to A−1 . This selection
guarantees that, at the initial step, the
model objective function dominates the
optimization problem.

EXAMPLES
Inversion of frequency domain data
As a first example, we invert synthetic
data from a grounded source. The transmitter and receiver geometry is the same
as in an actual controlled source audio magnetotelluric (CSAMT) field survey, but the conductivity model is sim-

Figure 5. Observed (Obs) and predicted (Pred) magnetic field data for all receivers in
the borehole survey.
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of the regularization parameter was β = 100. Three nonlinear iterations were required to achieve an adequate solution
to the optimization problem, and the final misfit was 6.0%.
Within each nonlinear iteration, only three or four iterations
were required to solve the large KKT system. The regularization parameter was then reduced to β = 1.0, and the process
continued.
We have done various comparisons of the all-at-once approach to the unconstrained approach. Although it is hard
to make an exact comparison due to the many options of
parameters within the optimization process (for example, to
what tolerance should the forward problem be solved for
in the unconstrained approach? to what tolerance should
we calculate derivatives and sensitivity-vector products?),
our code was roughly two times faster when using the allat-once approach compared with the usual unconstrained
approach.
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three components of the magnetic field are acquired at 20
depths in each of four boreholes that surround the conductor
(Figure 4).
We use a grid of 643 cells in space. The grid is uniform around
the loop area and stretched logarithmically at the boundary.
For the discretization in time, we used 32 time steps, equally
spaced on a log-grid from 10−7 to 10−1 s.
The inverse problem is performed on a smaller grid:
40 × 40 × 32 grid in space with the same grid in time. The inversion begins with the uniform half-space equal to the true
background conductivity. The convergence results for the experiment are presented in Table 2. Overall, the data were
fit to an average of about 2%, and a plot of the observed
and predicted data from a representative station is shown in
Figure 5. A cross-section through the inverted model is shown
in Figure 6.

CONCLUSIONS

Inversion of time-domain data
We consider the case of a square loop with dimensions of
50 × 50 m located just above the earth’s surface. The transmitter current is a step-off at time zero, and responses are
measured in 18 logarithmically spaced times between 10−4 and
10−1 s. The earth model is a conductive sphere (σ = 0.1 S/m,
radius 15 m) buried in a uniform half-space (0.01 S/m), and

We have shown how time- and frequency-domain electromagnetic data can be inverted with a procedure that simultaneously recovers the electrical conductivity model and the
corresponding fields. The forward modeling equations are included as constraints, but these are not satisfied until the optimization is complete (that is, a stationary solution of a Lagrangian has been found). Thus, in this procedure, it is not
necessary to solve the forward problem exactly at intermediate
iterations and, effectively, the forward problem is solved in tandom with the inverse problem. This has potential for a solution
to be reached more quickly than in traditional unconstrained
optimization approaches that are formulated to minimize a
function of the conductivity only. The all-at-once methodology generates a large matrix that needs to be inverted,
but the numerical example shows that such computations are
tractable.
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APPENDIX A
TESTING THE FORWARD SOLUTION
Frequency domain

Figure 6. Result of inversion of time-domain data. The top
panel is a horizontal slice of the recovered conductivity at a
depth of 25 m corresponding to the center of the sphere. The
true conductivity is shown in the bottom panel.

In order to verify the numerical solutions of the forward
problem, we compared our codes with results from existing
codes. We do not attempt to describe these comparisons in
detail here as they are not the focus of this paper. However, for
the frequency domain, we have made comparisons with the MT
code in Madden and Mackie (1989), the integral equation code
(SYSEM) (Xiong, 1992) using both loop and wire sources, 1D
solutions for electric sources obtained from the codes (Routh
and Oldenburg, 2001), and 1D solutions for magnetic sources
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obtained from the codes in Farquharson and Oldenburg (1993).
In all cases, the results were acceptably close, and differences
were most likely due to gridding issues and interpolation of
fields to the same locations. As an explicit test, we present the
following.
We generate the electromagnetic responses due to a conductive block in a uniform host at a set of 31 frequencies.
These responses are converted to the time domain using a digital filter (Christensen, 1990). The comparison is made with
time domain fields generated from the integral equation code
SYSEM (Xiong, 1992). Those fields were also generated in
the frequency domain and transformed to time. The fact that
our converted frequency results match those from SYSEM is
validation of our frequency modeling code. The advantage of
presenting results in the time domain is that the data plot is
simple and the example can be compared with the direct computation in the time domain presented in the next section of
the appendix.
The source is a 1 × 1 km loop that is 500 m from the edge
of the block. The conductivity of the block is 1 S/m, and the
half-space is 0.005 S/m. The geometry
is shown in Figure A-1. The vertical
component of the magnetic field, generated from a step-off current, is plotted at a sequence of times ranging from
20 µs to 200 ms. Figure A-1 shows the
model and magnetic field values along an
east-west traverse over the conductive
block. The results agree well with those
obtained from the integral equation
code.

from a frequency-domain 1D algorithm (Farquharson and
Oldenburg, 1993) in which the conversion to time has been carried out by using a digital filter (Christensen, 1990). The agreement is good, and we regard this as a solid test for our time domain code being able to handle both conductive and magnetic
units.

3D conductive earth.—In a second example, we generate the time-domain responses due to a conductive block
buried in a homogeneous half-space. The geometry is the
same as that used to test the frequency-domain algorithm.
The source is a 1 × 1 km loop that is 500 m from the
edge of the block. The vertical component of the magnetic
field, generated from a step-off current, is plotted at a sequence of times ranging from 20 µs to 200 ms. Figure A-3
shows the magnetic-field values along an east-west traverse
over the conductive block. The results agree well with those
obtained from the integral equation code SYSEM (Xiong,
1992).

Time domain
We do not have access to other direct solvers for the time-domain problem; thus, for verification of our code, we
have used codes that compute responses
in the frequency domain, which we then
convert to time. Here, we use the integral
equation code SYSEM (Xiong, 1992) for
a 3D example and responses from a loop
over a layered space obtained from the
codes in Farquharson and Oldenburg
(1993) for our 1D example.

1D conductive and permeable
earth.—As a first example, we compute
the vertical component of the magnetic
field due to a step-off current in a loop
source on the surface of a conductive
and magnetic permeable half-space. The
conductivity is 0.01 S/m, and the magnetic susceptibility 1.0 SI. In Figure A-2,
we show the vertical magnetic field
responses at the center of the loop
for the two cases of a magnetic and
nonmagnetic earth. Our time domain
results are compared to those generated

Figure A-1. Validation of frequency-domain forward modeling. The conductivity
model is shown in the upper figure. The dark square at the surface is the source loop.
Data are acquired along the solid line shown above the buried prism. Frequencydomain data at 31 frequencies are generated and then converted to time. The earliest
time channel 20 µs is shown by circles, and the latest time channel at 200 ms is
indicated by crosses.

3D EM Inversion

APPENDIX B
UNCONSTRAINED OPTIMIZATION FOR
PARAMETER ESTIMATION IN MAXWELL’S
EQUATIONS IN THREE DIMENSIONS
In this appendix, we briefly discuss the solution of electromagnetic inverse problems using an unconstrained, inexact
Gauss-Newton formulation.
As explained in the text, this approach is complementary
to our constrained approach, and it serves a few purposes.
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First, it is a straightforward procedure to implement, and it allows us to examine methods for noise estimation, data weighting, model weighting, and other practical aspects of the inversion procedure without addressing the more involved numerical issues of the constrained approach. Having decided
upon these components of the inversion, the final large inversion is carried out using the constrained methodology.
The second reason for implementing the unconstrained approach is that there is no proof of convergence for the constrained approach, and it is possible that the constrained step
fails. In this case, we may resort to taking an unconstrained
step in the constrained inversion algorithm. The last reason
for investigating the unconstrained methodology is that the
code serves as a base for comparison with the constrained
approach.
In the unconstrained approach the constraints are eliminated
and problem 4 is transformed into an unconstrained optimization problem of the form

1
1
minm kQ A(m)−1 q − bk2 + βkW (m − m r e f k2 . (B-1)
2
2
Differentiating problem B-1 with respect to m, we obtain the
nonlinear gradient system

g(m) = −G T A−T Q T (Q A−1 q − b)
+ βW T W (m − m r e f ) = 0.

Figure A-2. Validation of time-domain forward modeling: a
comparison between our 3D code and responses from a 1D
code. Solid lines represent the results from the 3D code, symbols refer to the 1D code. The upper curve corresponds to a
half-space with unit susceptibility, the lower curve corresponds
to a half-space with zero susceptibility.

(B-2)

Note that in order to evaluate the gradient, one must solve the
forward and the adjoint problems.
Also, comparing equation B-2 with the usual unconstrained
formulation, we see that the sensitivity matrix can be expressed
as

J (m) = −Q A−1 G,

(B-3)

Figure A-3. A comparison between our 3D
time-domain code and SYSEM over a 3D
model. Data are acquired along the solid
line shown in Figure A-1. The earliest time
channel 20 µs is shown by circles and the
latest time channel at 200 ms is indicated by
crosses.
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This is a key observation in the solution of the inverse problem
using the unconstrained approach because, upon applying an
iterative method for the linear system, we need not calculate
the large and dense sensitivity matrix but merely evaluate its
product with vectors in order to carry out a Gauss-Newton
iteration (Haber et al., 2000b; Haber and Ascher, 2001b). The
Gauss-Newton iteration can be written as

(J T J + βW T W )δm = −g(m).

(B-4)

In order to solve system B-4, we use a preconditioned conjugate gradient method, and thus only products of the form J v
and J T w are required. Using decomposition B-3, this can be
achieved involving only sparse matrix operations.
As a preconditioner for our system we use W T W . This works
reasonably well as long as β is large enough. In order to further save computational time, we use an inexact Gauss-Newton
formulation (Kelley, 1999) and solve equation B-4 to a rough
tolerance (typically 10−1 to 10−2 ), which usually requires only
few conjugate gradient iterations.
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